
Year 4 Curriculum Overview
Term: Autumn 1

Subject Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

English Core Book: Wolves by
Emily Gravett

Information Lea�et Persuasive Letter

Punctuation
and
Grammar

Capital letters and full stops
Noun, verb, adjective
Expanded noun phrases
Fronted Adverbials  - use of commas
List of 3

Modal verbs (should, could, may etc)
Paragraphs - organising ideas

Spelling Homophones
accept / except
knot/not
peace/piece
plain/plane
weather/whether

Pre�x ‘in’
Inactive  inde�nite
Incorrect  inelegant
Invisible   incurable
Insecure    inability
In�exible   inadequate

Pre�x ‘il’, ‘ir’ & ‘im’
illegal    illegible
immature    immortal
impatient    imperfect
Impossible  irresponsible
irregular     irrelevant

Pre�x ‘sub’
submarine  subject
subway  submerge
subtropical subdivide
subheading
substandard
subtitle submit

Pre�x ‘inter’
interact    intercity
international
interface interfere
interview   intercept
intercom    internet
interchange

Challenge week
calendar    appear
believe   grammar
increase    interest
opposite    straight
strength   women

Maths Place value :
-numbers to 1000                              -100s, 10s and 1s
-number line to 1000                        -round to the nearest 10
-round to the nearest 100,               -count in 1000s
-represent numbers to 10,000       -1000s, 100s, 10s and 1s
-partitioning                                       -number line to 10,000
-1, 10, 100 more or less                   - count in 25s
-negative numbers                            -roman numerals

Addition and subtraction
-add and subtract 1s, 10s, 100s, and 1000s
-add two 3-digit numbers ( not crossing 10)
-add two  4-digit numbers ( no exchange)
-add two 4-digit numbers ( one exchange)

Maths KIRF Multiplication and division facts for 3, 4 and 8.



Science Animals Including Humans: Teeth and The Digestive System

Are all teeth the same?
Why is it important to clean my teeth?

What happens to food after it is swallowed?

What can we learn from poo?

What is a food chain?

Geography North America:

To use maps to describe the locations of the countries and regions of North America

To identify some of the physical features of North America

To know what the USA is and some of its physical and human features

To describe and understand population density and distribution in the USA

To identify some of the reasons for low and high population densities

To use data to understand how climate varies across the USA

Religion Judaism

Describe the covenant between Jewish people and God as told in Genesis
17.

Describe how the 10 commandments could help A Jewish person’s
relationship with God.

Think about which commandment might be the most important to a Jewish
person.

Learn how Jewish people maintain a special relationship with God in the
synagogue or at home.

Buddhism

Learn about the story of Buddha’s life and I can share which part I
think is most important.

Sequence the events in Buddah’s life.

Explore reasons why Buddah’s initial attempts did not lead him to
happiness. Think about think we  do in our lives to make us happy.

Art Andy Warhol - Drawing

PSHE Families and Relationships



To develop understanding of courtesy and manners in a range of situations
To begin to understand the physical and emotional boundaries in friendships.
To understand that behaviour can have an impact on others.
To understand the impact of unkind actions and the responsibility of bystanders to help.
To explore stereotypes in �ctional characters and think about how these might in�uence us.
To recognise that stereotypes can relate to a number of factors
To begin to understand that families are very varied, in this country and across the world.

PE Invasion Games: Football
How to send and receive a ball, learn various types of passes and other skills, learn rules and tactics to the game and how to play fairly.

Computing Computing System and Networks - Collaborate Learning

Spanish La Famillia  - To learn common words and phrases associated with families.


